Taylorgories: 30 toss ups of a mix of pop culture and academic
content
1) In this film, plaintive piano music plays during an extreme closeup shot of two people holding hands,
before the hands abruptly separate when the two arrive at a taco food truck. An AA meeting monologue
about a man’s Louisiana mother plays over a scene of two characters in this film watching a snake in a
swimming pool. The opening shot of this film, which shows a man being yanked away from the camera by
an artificial explosion, is later echoed by a shot of the same character as a child being (*) pied in the face and
yanked away from the camera by a tether. A man informs an older version of the main character of this film that
chickens outnumber people 3 to 1 while working at a rehab center. Alma Har’el directed this film, which was based
on the experience of its writer being raised by a professional clown. For 10 points, name this autobiographical 2019
film written by and starring Shia LaBeuf, in which he played a version of his father. ANSWER: Honey Boy
2) A critic of the original production of this play claimed it was “so nothing, but also so profound” and
compared it to works of Sam Shepard. A heavily tattooed man in this play spends a portion of it breaking the
fourth wall by silently scowling at the audience. The director of a production this play alienated a
pinked-haired actress in it by repeatedly asking her to recite the line “I love you” over and over. This play,
which is set entirely within the 1881 Club, features a brief scene in which (*) Ellen the Bartender asks a patron
if they have seen The Real Housewives of New York. The climax of this play occurs as three people sitting at a bar
take a selfie while behind them a man shows off his new skateboarding deck. For 10 points, name this fake play
created for a namesake episode of Nathan for You, made entirely to allow the use of cigarettes inside a Pasadena
bar by exploiting a loophole for theatrical productions. ANSWER: Smokers Allowed [prompt on the play from
Nathan for You about smoking or similar answers before “Nathan”]
3) The second track on this album samples the guitar riff from Enoch Light and the Glittering Guitars’
“You Showed Me,” while the vocals on its final track are derived from a 1973 song called “Comment #1.” A
beat derived from a song by Manfred Mann’s Earth Band is used in a song on this album in which a guest
artist references his earlier song “Can’t Knock the Hustle” and references a Harvey Dent line from The Dark
Knight. A long track on this album samples James Brown saying (*) “ladies and gentlemen” and Rick James
yelling “Look at ya.” Following a short nursery rhyme-like intro, the first track of this album begins with a major
piano chord and a vocal sample of Mike Oldfield’s “In High Places.” Later tracks on this album feature samples of
Aphex Twin’s “Avril 14th” and Bon Iver’s “Woods.” This album’s most famous song features a sample of
Continent Number 6’s “Afromerica” alongside an iconic sample of King Crimson’s “21st Century Schizoid Man.”
For 10 points, name this Kanye West album featuring the song “Power.” ANSWER: My Beautiful Dark Twisted
Fantasy [accept MBDTF]
4) A line from The Red Hot Chili Peppers’ “Monarchy of Roses” claims that this phrase is “flowing through
your fingers as you sleep.” In “Pop the Trunk,” the rapper Yelawolf throws his pillow at some loud people
after standing up in his sweatpants with this phrase printed on them. A song titled for this phrase claims
“you can follow a salary to the bottom of the ocean” before the brief asides “I thought I was smart / I’m not.”
That song titled for this phrase, which also features images of a “vulture eating off floors” and “an ocean
stuck inside hospital corridors” is the first song on (*) Destroyer's 2020 album Have We Met. The chorus of a
Steely Dan song from Aja says since they call a particular university this phrase, the addressee should call the
speaker Deacon Blues. For 10 points, give this two word phrase, the nickname of the University of Alabama sports
teams. ANSWER: Crimson Tide [accept Crimson Tide A
 labama]
5) After sampling some cocaine in this film, a man takes out a rifle and shoots a toy dog being demonstrated

by a woman who later quotes Chairman Mao at him. A colonel in this film narrates two dreams he has about
his dead mother: one in which he poisons his stepdad and another in which he encounters her on an artificial
looking city street. In this film, cockroaches emerge from an eletricfied piano used to torture a suspected
terroist from the country of Miranda. Near the beginning of this film, the group arrives at an (*) empty
restaurant only to leave after discovering that the manager has died in the back room. After a dying man in this film
confesses to killing the parents of a bishop, the bishop prays over him and then shoots him with a rifle; that bishop
becomes the gardener of one of the central couples, who, along with two other couples are repeatedly prevented
from having dinner. For 10 points, name this French language satire of the title social class, a 1972 film by Lois
Bunuel. ANSWER: The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie
6) A 2016 New Yorker s tory by Zack Wortman parodies this work by telling the story of a figure who grows
to enormous size and terrorizes the city of Greenville. The popularity of this work was increased by a
one-man play by John deGroot called Papa, in which its author composes it during a LIFE magazine
photoshoot. Though this story has had its origins traced to a 1910 Newspaper article in The Spokane Press
and a 1917 piece by William R. Kane in The Editor, its most common attribution comes from a book of
publishing advice by Peter Miller. This story inspired a series by (*) Smith Magazine, which included cringy
entries like “Facebook has ruined my entire life” and “Nixon childhood, Reagan tennger, finally hope.” According
to Arthur C. Clarke, this story was prompted by a ten dollar bet during lunch at Luchow’s or The Algonquin. For 10
points, recite this six word short story attributed Ernest Hemingwey, suggesting the death of an infant. ANSWER:
For sale: baby shoes, never worn
7) Algen Stolta was a rare domesticated example of one of these animals, who gained fame for his racing
abilities in Falun, Sweden. They aren’t foxes, but a Soviet and Russian selective breeding program at the
Pechora-Ilych Nature Reserve and a farm in the Kostroma Oblast has demonesicated over thirty of these
animals, who are mostly used for milk production. A 2008 paper by Geroge and Peter Bubenik suggests that
the most notable feature of these animals may be used as a (*) parabolic sound reflector. The evasive maneuver
test for motor vehicles is colloquially named for these animals, whose high centers of mass make car collisions with
them catastrophic. The common name of these animals derives from a Narragansett word meaning “to strip off”
referring to their behavior of stripping bark from trees, bloodying their most notable features. For 10 points, name
this largest deer species and largest land mammal by weight in North America, known for their large antlers.
ANSWER: moose [accept elk from Europeans, since what North American’s call moose a re called elk in Europe;
accept Alces alces]
8) Description acceptable, scene and film required. This scene from an earlier film is visually referenced in
the Chucky Doll warehouse scene from Child’s Play 2, as Andy and Joanne run around among hundreds of
stacked boxes of Good Guy dolls. A woman is told “you don’t know where you’re standing” before being
teleported to the setting of this scene in a 2019 film. In its original appearance, this scene is immediately
preceded by a scene in a blue-lit room featuring several well dressed skeletons sitting around a table. Several
(*) steadicam shots are used in this scene, which ends with a boy and his mother embracing before driving away in a
snowcat. To avoid a pursuer in this scene, a boy retraces his footprints in the snow, before his father is shown frozen
to death with a grimacing expression on his face. For 10 points, describe this scene from a Stanley Kubrick horror
film, which Jack chases Danny through a labyrinth. ANSWER: the hedge maze scene from The S
 hining
9) A character in this novel uses the sharpened pelvis of a rat to slit the throat of a guard before descending
into some catacombs and finding a hidden passage through a sarcophagus. This novel contains many uses of
the word slut as an insult to describe male characters. The disputed lost ending of this unfinished novel ends
by describing a “dark red blotch upon the face of the earth, blotching things up.” After arriving in Gorzom,
the protagonist beds a wench with a (*) “lithe, opaque nose.” The title object of this novel is described as a “many

fauceted scarlet emerald” that first appears during a pagan ritual during its chapter 3 and a half. This novel, which
largely follows the barbarian Grignr, is filled with numerous misspellings, malapropisms and confusing sentence
structure, leading to it being a fan favorite for readings at SF conventions. For 10 points, name this novel by Jim
Theis, generally considered the worst fantasy novel ever written. ANSWER: The Eye of Argon
10) A black and white anime intro is featured in a 2018 collaboration between Youtubers Allen Pan Sufficiently Advanced and Physics Girl explaining how to perform this activity. The origin of a meme about
this activity has been traced to a Dilbert comic from September 2015 which was remixed by Reddit user
FireKeeper into an image macro mentioning opponents “playing tic tac toe in the sand.” In the Better
Oblivion Community Center song (*) “Dylan Thomas” the narrator claims “the truth is anybody's guess” before
wondering if the king is only performing this activity. The standard version of this game requires sixteen 4x4
miniboards arranged in four collumns and four rows, When Donald Trump does something stupid, the action is often
ironically compared to, for 10 points, activity that involves playing the game of kings in an increased level of
complexity? ANSWER: playing 4D chess [or f our dimensional chess; prompt on chess]
11) Near the end of a novel partially titled for this city, Donald Trump quotes are intercut with a scene in
which the protagonist confronts a negligent dad at a New York City playground whose son is being a bully.
At the beginning of that novel set in this city, a teenager realizes he has snuck into the wrong house after his
girlfriend Amber swims away from their boat without him noticing. In a novel set in this city, the mentally
handhapped Darren brutally beats a girl with a billiard ball after being egged-on by his cruel classmates at a
basement party. Peter Evanson teaches Adam to make folksy use of his midwestern roots to dominate the
national high school (*) policy debate circuit in a novel set in this city, which shares themes with its author’s earlier
novels 10:04 a nd Leaving the Atocha Station. For 10 points, name this city, the setting of a 2019 Ben Lerner
novel about a psychoanalysis “school” there, the fifth largest in Kansas. ANSWER: Topeka, Kansas
Note to reader: please read this toss up normally ignoring the weird capitalized text, it is a meta joke
about one of the books in the toss up. If you want, you can post the text of the toss up after reading to
reveal this joke. 12) A novel by THIS author features diagrams of the reproductive system of the Virginia
OPOSSUM to add scientific accuracy to a scene in which the protagonist becomes a BABY opossum, only to
die when she falls out of her mother’s pouch. In a NOVEL by this author, seemingly RANDOM words
appear in ALL CAPS throughout the entire text, which details an ENGLISH housewife’s death, trip to
HELL, and reincarnation as a little girl growing up in an ultra-consumerist version of OHIO. This author of
(*) Dot in the Universe wrote a NOVEL in which the main story of a FORMER college professor recovering from
cancer is interspersed with passages about a mountain lioness searching for her CUBS. This author’s father wrote
what is considered the preeminent biography of JAMES JOYCE. For 10 points, name this British author who won
acclaim for a 1000 page, 2019 novel consisting of a single sentence, Ducks Newburyport. ANSWER: Lucy
Ellman (this tossup is written in the style of the text of Dot in the Universe)
13) The speaker of this poem wonders if a song tells of “old, unhappy, far-off things” or is a tale of “ natural
sorrow, loss, or pain, / That has been, and may be again.” A passage in Thomas Wilkinson’s Tours to the
British Mountains l ikely inspired this poem, which mentions a “Vale profound.” The second stanza of this
poem contrasts the central figure’s work to a (*) “Cuckoo-bird, / Breaking the silence of the seas / Among the
farthest Hebrides” and a nightingale who sings “welcome notes to weary bands / Of travellers in some shady haunt,
/Among Arabian sands.” This poem concludes with the speaker mounting a hill and noting “the music in my heart I
bore / long after it was heard no more.” The central woman in this poem “cuts and binds the grain, / And sings a
melancholy strain” For 10 points, name this William Wordsworth poem about a “Highland Lass” who sings to
herself as she cuts grass. ANSWER: “The Solitary Reaper”

14) A TV character writes “Made me think of you” in a book with this title and mails it while walking his dog
while a voiceover plays of him reciting the poem “Mayakovsky.” A poem titled for this phrase includes the
lines “My eyes are vague blue, like the sky, and change all the time,” before z one line stanza reading
“Destroy yourself, if you don’t know!” In a TV episode with this name several characters toast to “not
thinking about things.” An abstract expressionism-inspired collection with this title includes the poems “On
Seeing Larry Rivers' "Washington Crossing the Delaware" at the Museum of Modern Art” and “On
Looking at "La Grande Jatte," the Czar Wept Anew.” A poem with this title opens by asking “Am I to
become (*) profligate as if I were a blonde? Or religious as if I were French?” In a TV episode with this title, Peggy
Olson tells Pete Campbell that she had his child and gave it away and Don Draper returns from California during the
Cuban Missile Crisis; that episode is the season two finale of Mad Men, and is named for a poetry collection Don
reads earlier in the season. For 10 points, name this second Frank O’Hara poetry collection after Lunch Poems.
ANSWER: “Meditations in an Emergency”
15) This character, who has an “anti-everything drawl,” is first mentioned in passing as a man growing
weed while Jane wanders around Time Square in a drug induced daze. This character is revealed to have
married a Yugoslav countess during World War II and read Spengler and Marquis de Sade during his time
as a drug runner and psychoanalysis in Vienna. This character constructs a metal and wood orgone box,
which he believes will be more effective if the wood is more organic. This character has a fixation with the
year (*) 1910, and deliberately takes a group around to the dullest bars in a Southern city to prove the modern
party scene is bunk. This character, who made a fortune on black eye peas in Texas, calls in Ed Dunkle, Sal
Paradise and Dean Moriaty to his house to deal with Ed’s abandoned wife Galatea. For 10 points, name this
colorful drug addict who hosts many characters at his New Orleans house in a middle section of On the Road.
ANSWER: Old Bull Lee [accept either underlined part]
16) As they take out the trash from a Christmas dance, a teenager in this film kisses an older woman during a
low angle, upward tilting shot. After a student in this film claims Keats’ nightingale poem is bad and that the
only way to achieve immortality is good Chrisitan living, a teacher reads a bored classroom the closing line of
“Ode on a Grecian Urn.” A man in this film tells a story about racing his old flame across a fishing pond for a
silver dollar shortly before suffering a stroke. After arriving at a rich kid naked swimming party in this film,
Jacy strips naked while on a diving board. As this film opens, (*) Hank Williams’ “Your Cheatin Heart” plays in
a pool hall as a man chides two highschool football players for losing him money by playing so poorly. This film,
which is based on a Larry McMurtry novel, stars a young Jeff Bridges as Duane Jackson. For 10 points, name this
black and white 1971 coming of age drama directed by Peter Bogdanovitch, named for the final film screening in a
small Texas town. ANSWER: The L
 ast Picture Show
17) In a scene from this series set at a neon-lit swimming pool, a teen stabs a woman to death while Bonnie
Tyler’s “Total Eclipse of the Heart” plays loudly over the pool’s speakers. After her boyfriend goes to get
cigarettes, a woman in this series listens to Joanna Newsom's “The Sprout and the Bean” on vinyl. In a film
in this series, after a man crashes his van into a trailer, a villain casually gets in the passenger seat, turns Kim
Wilde’s “Cambodia” on the radio, and then stabs the already wounded driver. A film in this series ends as a
woman takes a pamphlet from a (*) Mormon boy after telling him that “sometimes” she is a sinner. In that film in
this series, a character played by Glenn Howerton wanders through a house while listening to Merle Haggard’s
“Momma Tried” before being shot by his friend. The three main villains of this series are named Pin Up Girl,
Dollface, and the Man in the Mask. In the first film in this series, a woman who loudly knocks on a door at 1 AM
asks if Tamara is home. A 2018 entry to this series starring Christina Hendricks is subtitled “Prey at Night.” For 10
points, name this two film series in which a trio of masked killers terrorize a family and a young couple. ANSWER:
The S
 trangers [accept The S
 trangers; Prey at Night]

18) A parody of this image featuring a man in an elmo suit and a topless woman appears on the cover of Beat
Detectives’ album Call it What You Want. A cringey LIFE magazine cover from 2005 features a first person
view of a flip phone used re-photographing this image under a headline about the “cameraphone revolution.”
In Night of the Museum 2, Ben Stiller and Amy Adams enter a black and white world after entering a
reproduction of this image. A book by Lawrence Verria and George Galdorisi claims that (*) Greta Zimmer
Freidman appears in this image. Edith Shain long claimed to be in this image, though that claim is usually ruled out
by her height of 4 foot 10. Victor Jorgensen created an image very similar to this one, which was used as the basis of
Stewed Johnson large sculpture Unconditional Surrender. A possible subject of this photograph has led to a
reinterpretation of it as being emblematic of rape culture by claiming that its central action was non-consensual. For
10 points, name this photo by Alfred Eisenstadt showing a sailor and nurse kissing at the end of World War II.
ANSWER: V-J Day in Time Square [ accept answers mentioning a kiss in Time Square or on V-J Day]
19) Orgone theorist Wilhelm Reich used this term to refer to a type of “blue vesicles” he discovered in a
series of 1930s eperiments, which he believed to be the building blocks of all life. An renowned 18th century
mathematical instrument maker with the first name Nicholas had this surname. A poet with this name wrote
about a man with a “cruel ,cruel wound in his thigh” in his “Lament for Adonis.” A famously witty Cynic
philosopher with this name is credited with the aphorisms "It is useless to tear our hair when we are in grief,
since sorrow is not cured by baldness" and "Though boys throw stones at frogs in sport, the frogs do not die
in sport but in earnest." That philosopher with this name was from (*) Borysthenes. An object relations theorist
with this surname largely pioneered the use of psychoanalytic theory on group dynamics with his book
Experiences in Groups. This is the term for the bound state of two solitons. For 10 points, give this surname of
the English psychoanalyst Wilfred, and of an ancient Greek lyric poet from Smyrna. ANSWER: Bion
20) Description acceptable until the end. A person going by the name Erictacular claims that the Swedish Chef
from the muppets appears in this image obscured by what appear to be pinkish flowers. A video essay by
Solar Sands compares the uncanniness of this image to the collaborative works of musician The Caretaker
and visual artist Ivan Seal. Twitter user @USA_Comrade described this image as what H.P. Lovecraft meant
“indescriptible shapes.” This image, which was created with the website Artbreeder, features a strawberry
candy, a woman hiding her face, some Italian food, a deer, and several racks of jewelry in its un-edited state.
This image, which was first posted to Twitter by (*) @melip0ne allegedly supposedly simulates the perception of
a person suffering an occipital lobe stroke, though this claim is disputed. Featuring a mishmash of amorous, gross
looking shaes, for 10 points, name this viral image challenging the viewer to identify anything featured in the
image.
ANSWER: “Name one thing in this photo” [accept any answer describing a photo or image in which the viewer
is asked to name or identify anything in the image; accept any descriptions corresponding to the below image]

21) A piece inspired by a work in this series premiered in January 2019 in LA with John Adams conducting
and Angélique Kidjo acting as a soloist. The soundtrack album Christiane F. m
 ostly draws from works in this
series and its immediate predecessor. An entry in this theory about a homeless wanderer features reversed
chords from its artist's older song “All the Young Dudes” on “Move On” and featured a minor hit with (*)
“Boy Keep Swinging.” Philip Glass’s symphonies 1,4, and 12 were based on works in this series. Its artist
experimented with ambient with tracks like “Warszawa” and “Subterrainians” on the first entry in this series, while
the album cover for the second album in this series was altered in the artwork to the later album The Next Day.
Consisting of the albums Lodger, Low, and “Heroes,”for 10 points, name this trilogy of bleak albums by David
Bowie named for a European capital. ANSWER: the Berlin Trilogy [prompt on answers like David Bowie albums
until Bowie is mentioned]
22) A character in this novel is knocked down in an altercation concerning the latest serialization of Dombey
and Son. In this novel, many partygoers comment on the bold choice of the protagonist’s red dress, which she
repeatedly insists is scarlet or rust colored. A character in this novel oddly grabs hold of the tongue of a horse
while chatting with Mr. Raven, who insists this novel’s central endeavour will fail because the certain objects
“ought to be rare.” The protagonist of this novel is haunted by the memory of a heron consuming an eel but is
more literally haunted by a cheeky poltergeist she called (*) “The Rapper.” The protagonist of this novel
purchases the rundown Old House to house the title establishment, the first in the fishing village of Harborough.
Shortlisted for the 1978 Booker, this is, for 10 points, what Penelope Fitzgerald novel about Florence Green, a
widow who starts the title store to bring a bit of culture to an otherwise provincial town? ANSWER: The B
 ookshop
25) A book titled for one of these places features a set of linked stories set during a Seattle Supersonics game
and is the first book by Matthew McIntosh. While entering one of these places, a character remembers a
prophecy about a half moon staying in the sky for days. In a novel, a baseball bat disappears for one of these
places before it is later used to attack a mysterious man carrying a guitar case. After being stuck in one of
these places, a character eventually emerges with a strange blue mark on his face that matches one
described by (*) Cinnamon Akasaka in a document about his veterinarian grandfather. A man purchases property
containg a suicide house and one of these places, from which he enters an otherworldly hotel room where he talks
to his missing wife Kumiko. After watching his companion get skinned alive by a Mongolian associate of Boris the

Manskinner, a character gets led across the Manchurian desert and is trapped in one of these places. A recurring
motif in The Wind Up Bird Chronicle i s, for 10 points, what sort of dank and typically wet location? ANSWER:
the bottom of a well
26) A Michigan synthpop band named for this sort of person released the album Wildlife Pop and is best
known for the single “My Leather, My Fur, My Nails.” A synth-heavy song titled for one of these people that
contains the lyrics “now if you think I’m chasing the season / Like a van is some place to be” was inspired in
part by a relationship with Jemima Kirke of Girls fame; that song titled for one of these people is the first
song on Alex Cameron’s (*) Miami Memory. An Eminem song from Music to be Murdered By n otes that one
of these people “murdered my Chihuahua” and has a chorus exclaiming that the speaker “hates” one of these
people. The opening of a 1987 horror film titled for one of these people begins with a man shaving and getting
ready in the morning, only for him to walk downstairs, unperturbed by the bloody remains of his family. For 10
points, what non-uncle familial relation does Claudius have in relation to Hamlet, in virtue of marrying Gertrude?
ANSWER: stepdad [or stepfather]
27) Description acceptable. Juan Sanchez Cotan may have inspired a work in this series showing a tiny rabbit
on a window sill in front of a yellow desert landscape; that work is called “Wasteland.” In another image in
this series, a tiny karate man squares off against a large photo realistic hand in a wintery landscape. Two
works in this series, “Aztec” and “Aztec2”, are abstract landscapes based on out of bounds views of (*)
Counter Strike maps. Pixelated fire appears in several images from this series, including one that features a bust of
Marcus Aurelius. The artist of this series created a viral Reddit sensation when he painted a portrait of another
user’s mother holding a painting of a bird, thus starting a chain of nested portraits of people holding portraits.
Kristoffer Zetterstranded created this series, which is likely the most widely viewed series of paintings of all time
because of the huge player base of the game in which they appear. For 10 points, name this series of paintings that
appear in a hugely popular video game created by Notch. ANSWER: paintings for Minecraft [accept any answer
indicating in game artworks from Minecraft; prompt on paintings by Kristoffer Zetterstranded until mentioned]
28) The author of this book compares himself to founding father “Ben Franken [sic]” but admits to having
never read Poor Richard’s Almanack b
 ecause it mostly just lists the price of vinegar. An all caps passage in
this book relates an anecdote about running over a mattress with a car. A misogynistic passage in this book
notes that women can now achieve the title status by replacing instances of the word “penis” in this book
with “vagina,” because, as the author says “yo’ure beautiful, and such sweeties, and you earned it, Honey.”
This book lists Buzz Aldrin, the Ming Dynasty, Jeff Boss, Jesus Christ and everyone who has ever tried
Heroin as examples of “Famous People in History Who Have Tried to Do Something.” This book opens with
a long, purple cursive script dedication to SuperPretzel. This book offers 28 steps to becoming an online
content creator, including TRYING, GAMEPLAN, ORAL POWER, and TAX EVASION. (*) For 10 points,
name this strange self help e-book released by Twitter user dril two days ago. ANSWER: The Get Rich and
Become God Method
29) In 2009, prices of Singer sewing machines skyrocketed in Saudi Arabia after it was rumored that they
contained small amounts of this thing, which some claimed could be used to summon djinn. Theories about
this substance were promulgated by the autobiography of Samuel Cohen, father of the neutron bomb. A New
York Times article called “The Doomsday Scam” documents how a Syrain named Abu Omar tried to sell
some of this substance to (*) ISIS. A report by the NTI claims that the name for this substance was just a
codeword used to refer to Lithium-6, while a report on the Black Market trade of this substance by Lawrence
Livermore National Lab claims that it might have been an invention of the KGB to set up sting operations for
terrorist organizations. Though details about the function of this substance are nebulous, some claim it can be used
to enrich Uranium at increased rates. For 10 points, name this fictional substance that appears in many conspiracy

theories about nuclear weapons and Black Market scams, a colorfully-named type of the element with symbol Hg.
ANSWER: Red Mercury [prompt on Mercury]
30) Dot and Dash are married UFO experts who are convinced they come from a Messier object with this
number in its name in a novel by Stephen Wright. A 2016 horror film named for this number features a
group of sadistic clowns called The Heads, who chase a group of captured carnies through a maze; that film
was directed by Rob Zombie. A type of equal temperament scale with this many divisions of the octave was
proposed by Christiaan Huygens and developed by Adriaan Fokker. This is the (*) third Mersenne prime and
the Messier number of Andromeda. This atomic number of gallium is also the solution to the following equation: the
number of Luftballons in a Nina song minus the number of love songs on a Magnetic Fields triple album plus the
only song on Metallica’s ...and Justice for All to feature a number in its title. Baskin-Robbins ice cream advertises,
for 10 points, what number of flavors, one more than the number of toss ups in this packet. ANSWER: 31

